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The Birth of the Work 
Underground 
Starting about a decade ago, many activists 
of the new left in North America and 
Europe responded to a situation of political 
crisis by going underground. Not long after , 
as it turns out, much larger numbers of 
workers and small business operators re-
sponded to the economic crisis by doing 
something analagous. The clandestine be-
haviour in the latter case involved work and 
exchange rather than disruption and sub-
version; an underground economy had 
been born. 

What is known variously as the black, 
hidden, informal or untlerground economy 
represents a major transformation of pro-
ductive activities in the 'advanced' capitalist 
countries. Growing numbers of people have 
taken to working, producing and selling in 
situations that exist out of view and outside 
the control of government. The transac-
tions themselves are usually not illegal in 
themselves. The violation of law is primar-
ily the failure to pay the tax due on the ex-
change or the lack of adherence to state reg-
ulations such as minimum wage levels. 

In recent years academics and govern-
ment officials have recognised that 'off the 
books' work by moonlighting holders of 
regular jobs, recipients of unemployment 
compensation and undocumented foreign 
workers was no longer a marginal 
phenomenon of interest only to the tax col-
lector. The International Labour Organisa-
tion estimates that the number of people 
doing 'underground work' may equal ten 
per cent of the official labour force in some 
countries. In Britain and the US the attempt 
to estimate the volume of the underground 
economy has become a popular pastime 
among economists and tax authorities. The 
chairman of Inland Revenue set off a furore 
in 1979 when he told parliament 'it was not 
implausible' that the underground economy 
was equal to 7112 per cent of economic activ-
ity. American analyses (highly speculative) 
based on the level of currency in circulation 
have put the size of the underground sector 
as high as 30 per cent of national output. 

Whatever the exact extent of unreported 
activities is-and given the nature of what is 
involved, reliable measurement may never 
be possible-there is no question that this 
new form of economic behaviour is playing 
an important role in the current stage of the 
crisis of capital. 

Conventional analyses of the expansion 
of the underground economy tend to rely on 
tax evasion motivations, depicting the 
phenomenon, in effect, as a covert form of 
the tax revolt. While the desire to cheat the 
fiscal authorities is clearly present in these 
activities, this can hardly serve as an 
adequate explanation of so dramatic a 
change in economic behaviour. Even in 
strict statistical terms, there is no great cor-
relation between tax rates-either in indi-
vidual countries over time or among diffe-
rent countries-and the growth of the hid-
den sector. 

Yet to the extent that tax evasion and 
violations of labour standards and other 

government regulations involve breaking 
the_ law, the underground economy is indi-
cative of a changed relationship of a signific-
ant part of the population to the state. 
Whereas it was once reasonable to distin-
guish between a working class that was 
~xploited yet remained generally law-abid-
ing and a 'criminal class' or lumpen-
proletariat that flouted the penal code en-
tir~ly, more and more people are now en-
tering a realm of ambiguous legitimacy. 

The main reason for this change in the 
'legal class structure' has been the break-
down of JIJe state's ability to manage the 
economy and ensure a certain level of social 
stability. The growth of the underground 
sector emerged out of the failure of the 
Keynesian system of social control. This 
system was built on a social contract bet-
ween labour and capital, in which a rising 
standard of living for workers was guaran-
teed in exchange for a steady increase in 
productivity and unquestioned managerial 
control over the workplace. The state 
played the role of overseeing and guiding 
growth through fiscal and monetary policy. 
To pay for this and other functions, espe-
cially 'national security', the state was 
granted a larger and larger share of national 
income. 

By the middle of the 1970s this system 
was in disarray, a result of the struggles of 
the unwaged parts of the population who 
had been excluded from the social pact, agi-
tation among younger workers in both the 
public and the private sectors, the onset of 
international economic stagnation. Fiscal 
policies of governments around the world 
were put under enormous strain, prompting 
state planners to make severe cutbacks in 
social spending, including programs that 
people had fought for and won only a short 
time ago. At the same time, the number of 
jobless grew and rising inflation rates 
shrank the value of the wages of those who 
were not laid off. 

We all know this story only too well . Yet 
what most analysts of the crisis overlooked 
was the full complexity of the ways in which 
people were affected by and responded to 
those hard times . Official employment 
rates, wage levels and indices of the cost of 
living did not reflect the whole situation . 
There developed within capital-which al-
ways seems capable of new tricks-patterns 
of work and enterprise that were able to 
prosper even when the larger system re-
mained crippled. Turning from the concen-
trated and centralised institutions mired in 
crisis, back to forms of small-sale commod-
ity production and provision of personal 
and household services, underground 
workers pieced together a living from a 
patchwork of part-time, temporary and 
marginal activities. 

In this sense the underground economy 
is but a part of the complicated new patterns 
of income-earning that people, especially 
the young, have adopted in order to survive 
the crisis. For a significant part of the popu-
lation the conventional terms 'employed', 
'unemployed', or 'not in the labour force' 
are no longer adequate to explain what they 
do to make money. Jobs less and less mean 



steady and indefinite cmplo~menl. int~r• 
niptcd only by occasional penods of being 
laid off. Work is much more fragmented 
and preeariow and is supplemented by 
,.·hatcvcr government benefits can be ob-
tained along with any number of hustles of 
nrying degrees of criminality. 

From I political point of view. the under-. 
ground and precarious cxistc~ce people 
have adopted to survive is dec1dedl,Y am~ 
biguow. In one sense. ·off the books work 
in,-olvcs employment that 1s often poorly 
paid and lacking in many of the pro~ectio~s 
chat the labour movement had achieved m 
the course of decades or collective s1ruggle. 
These arc jobs taken as a last resort. ac-
cepted only when one has given up hope of 
retaining a decent wage from established 
capital. It is part of an impovcrishmenl of 
workers who had been part of the better or-
ganised and hence better paid sectors of 1he 
clD.SS--\1,'0Tkers now exposed to the kind of 
superexploitation formerly experienced 
only by the weakest members of the labour 
force . It is a revival of the sweatshop and the 
tyranny of the unscrupulous small 
employer. In countries such as Italy it has 
also included a resurgence of child labour in 
the \\'Orsi 19th century•stylc conditions. 

Yet 1he underground economy is not 
exclusively a phenomenon of viclimisation. 
For many participants, especially moon· 
lighting skilled workers, it has turned out to 
be a fairly lucrative activity. For those in a 
position to enter the underground as self• 
employed entrepreneurs or even petty 
capitalists, the absence of taxation provides 
attractive levels of cash income. The press is 
filled with talcs of carpenters, electricians 
and pll1!11bcrs who have grown fat working 
on the side for payment (either in cash or in 
kind) that never appears on a tax return. 
Craftspeople produce and sell their wares in 
operations that never appear in government 
records. And shady small manufacturers 
make products-bootleg versions of brand• 
name goods, for instance-assembled by 
worke.. paid •off the books· and sold on 
street comers and other informal markets. 

Although there is always the danger of 
exaggerating how prosperous it really is the 
lucrative versio~ of_ the undergr~und 
ea:momy has scnous implications for the 
status of class relations. First of all, under• 
gro~nd work can be seen as a conspiracy by 
~pita! and labour to cheat the state. Collec-
llve_ ~cllon on the part of the workers in op--
posaboo to exploitation is put aside 10 
favour of joining the boss in thwaning the 
tu coU~or an_d the government inspector. 
ls the idenbty of interests between 
~mp_loyer and employee in this instance an 
~llus10n or the reality of the situation1 Tak. 
mg an absolute political position here one 
way or the oth:r, is a risky propositio~. 

To make thmgs more difficult , the com• 
pon:nt of the underground economy in• 
vol~ng w~rk.cn who have taken to sellin 
their services on their own represents ! 
~her blurring or class distinctions. These 

:Cndcnt contractors are in effect small• 
:'mC:~!re~renheun, giving them a statw 
en ands rcllmbt grey area between work• 

ma usmcss owners. 
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Th combined effect of these changes in 
social e relationships mar be part . of lb~ 
reason for the relatively hm11ed and meffec 
tive resistance that people have put up to 
the re rcssive economic pohc1es or_ re~nt 

pit could be that the subversive im-years. . J pulses 1hat were so evident on a mass sea ea 
decade and a half ago som~bow got chan-
nelled into these individuahsed petty hus-
tles. On the other hand, it may_also be that 
there is a genn of autonomy w11hm the re-
structured work patterns of the und_er-
ground economy. Perhaps fragmentation 
and precariousness can be turned to our ad· 
vantage; maybe capital bas done_ us a favour 
by eliminating steady, full-ume Jobs and all 
the oppressive features that go with them. 
A number of Italian theonsts. taking a 
somewhat sanguine view of things, seem to 
be suggesting this in their talk of self-valori-
sation. Maybe so. But it is probably naive to 
think that many people have truly escaped 
the fatal embraces of capital and the stale. 
Onlce 

What of big business and the state? Have 
they sat by idly watching a sizeable portion 
of the population slip into the under-
ground? Capital. for its part, seems uncon-
cerned. Its apparent plan for the future of 
the 'advanced' countries is a high·tech, cap• 
ital·intensive scheme requiring much lower 
levels of labour-power. Those of us made 
pennanently redundant by this transforma· 
lion might just as well be working in the 
marginal activities or the informal economy 
rather than remaining ·on ice' like a tradi• 
tional reserve anny. as far as the IBMs and 
Siemens of the world are concerned. Un• 
derground businesses are not in a position 
to compete with the industrial giants and 
thus pose no threat. As a matter of fact 
there arc instances in which large corpora~ 

tions make use of inform 1 low-cost subcontractors n:- busineSScs 
centralisation of p_rodu~ion

1
)!'0ctssor: 

ent m Italy-ever m the va rnos1 Pre 
derground-but has start n~uard ofthe Ill. 
other countries. e to sprca,i u: 

The state , on the other han 
more bothered by the mov d, has bcca 
books. Since the activities :~ent o(f il1t 
ground e'."'nomy are. by definiti~he under. 
mto to ~1~cu~vent slate fiscal a n, entered 
ory. ~ohc1es, 11 might seem ob:id reguJa1. 
position governments would t k ous "~ 
the phenomenon. It is certa t e 10Vrar,J 
middle-level officials charget Y true that 
forcement of tax laws and ot~th the en. 
have aggressively sought 10 co ~• Statutes 
ground work. In the US the pu~ra·t under. 
to the magnitude of tax ~heat in ttty given 
ted the Internal Revenue Serv~ aspromp. 
gress lo tighten enforcement pro e ~nd Con. 
fact , the eagerness of fiscal au:': ~•.cs. la 
widen ~he s~o-~ of data colle~~~•:s to 
economic act1v1t1es h~s _ already genera on 
concerns about the c1v,l-liberties · li led 
tions of such measures. Britain is m•mp ~-
the same direction as seen in theovmg in 

K · h · recent e1t report on the enforcement powen of 
Inland Revenue and the Board of C 1 and Excise. us oms 

_ Yet in c~untries such as the US and Bfi. 
tam, where m recent years right-wing politi-
cal leaders have promoted the ideology of 
reduced_state interference in the economy, 
the att1t~de toward the underground 
economy 1s actually more complicated. In-
asmuch as Reagan and Thatcher have had 
to concern themselves with balancing the 
budgets. the loss of tax revenues brought 
about by off the books activities has been a 
serious frustration. The US president has 
even gone so far as to appeal to the pat• . . 
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riotism of tax evaders in urging them to 
change their ways and thereby help reduce 
the mammoth budget deficit. 

At the same time, ii is apparent that the 
unregulated and untaxed transactions of the 
underground economy look very much like 
the ideal that laissez-faire ideologues have 
projected of a healthy business climate. 
Since it would not be politically expedient 
10 acknowledge 1his openly. ronscrva1ive 
governments have settled for encouraging 
business arrangements that include some 
features of the completely 'free' market but 
which may not be quite underground. This 
is seen most clearly in the enterprise zone 
programmes. which can 'legitimately' allow 
for greatly reduced laxes and eased regula• 
tion. Although the US version of the zones 
remains tied up in Congress, the Reagan 
Administration has pursued some of the 
same ends by seeking to amend minimum 
wage laws, end restrictions on home labour. 
and generally weaken federal protection of 
workers' rights. The Thatcher government 
has also contributed to the spread of small 
entrepreneurial ventures. many of which 
could end up underground. through the En· 
terprise Allowance Scheme's subsidies for 
unemployed workers who start their own 
businesses; it is also promoting free-enter-
prise zones. 

The problem for conservative govern• 
ments is 1hat participants in the work under-
ground took the pronouncements of politi• 
cians on the free market too literally. Gov• 
emment officials are thus left with a trend 
that they engendered to some extent and 
now may partially support but which makes 
it much more difficult for them to manage 
the economy. Whereas social democratic 
regimes can attack the informal economy 
without hesitation. conservatives can do so 
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only by adopting policies inimical to their 
beliefs. There is some consolation for the 
tories: they can use the existence of greal 
amounts of unrcponed income as jus1ifica· 
tion for cuts in social welfare spending. 
Tbt End olWqtd Labour? 

A complete political assessment of the 
underground economy requires some 
speculation as to its future . In lhis regard. 
too, 1he phenomenon is ambiguous and un• 
cenain. All evidence suggests that it is no 
mere fad. The underground economy 
seems to be a fairly permanent feature now 
of countries plagued with persistent crisis in 
the mainstream economy. While the data 
on the phenomenon are shaky enough so 
that it is difficult to tell how fast it is grow-
ing, there is little doubt it has reached and 
will remain at significanl levels. 

Nevertheless. the underground 
economy in no way represents a resolution 
of the contradictions of the larger economy 
and society. It is still closely linked to that 
broader crisis and in many ways it still mir· 
rors the features of capital writ large. In 
fact. it may be that its future. like that of the 
mainstream economy. depends greatly on 
the behaviour of the working class (under· 
stood in the broadest sense). The question 
is whether the attractions of working off the 
books will remain compelling enough for 
people to continue doing without the pro--
tections thal come with employment in reg· 
ular jobs. Perhaps not the least of these is 
retirement security. People doing under· 
ground work (exclusively) accumulate no 
pension rights, and it is hard to believe they 
could save enough of their unrcponed in• 
come to live off of when they are too old to 
work. 

The willingness of young workers, in 
particular, to lose pensions may re0ect a 

fatalism about the future; perhaps the 
human race will not survive long enough for 
them to worry about providing for their de-
clining yea11. It may be that precarious 
labour is the appropriate kind of work for a 
generation that is so aware of the perilous 
,tale of the entire world. 

The final irony about the underground 
economy is that ii isa kind of justification of 
orthodox economic theory. The self-
employment aspects, at least, of the infor• 
mal economy give more credibility to the 
depiction of everyone as a profit•maximis• 
ing unit confronting the market as an indi· 
vidual buyer or seller of commodities. It is a 
realm in which the idea that everyone is an 
entrepreneur becomes more plausible. 

All or this is especially frustrating for 
those of us who had championed the pro-
letariat's growing refusal of work. . Some lta~ 
Jian neo-Marxists (cg. Negri) and, later, 
Gorz. went so far as to speak of the end of 
waged Jabour. Whether the unreported in-
come received in the underground economy 
is in the form of a wage or profit, it is re• 
mark.able how much work the participan1s 
in these activities arc doing. Particularly for 
those who moonlight from regular jobs, the 
total work week. of those doing under• 
ground labour must be comparable to that 
of the most oppressed factory bands of Vic-
torian England. This lengthening of the so-
cial working day suggests another unccr• 
tainty about the future of the underground 
economy: have people reconciled them-
selves to it, or will off the books workers , 
even thOS:C making a good living now, lose 
their rolerance? And if they do, what form 
will their rebellion take? It may be that the 
germ of autonomy can yet grow into some• 
thing beautiful. 

PhWpMaUera 
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